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Assembly Instructions
WeatherProof Cover
Your WeatherProof Cover is designed to give you splash and drip protection for your External HighSpeed Door Operator in right-hand installations. For optimal results you will need a flat and uniform
surface around your operator in order to provide a good sealing surface for the covers’ weatherstrip.
Tape the two upper pieces of the operator/cover installation template together making sure to properly
align the index marks. Cut along the indicated dotted lines and remove the section of the template that
corresponds to the right mounting bracket of the upper box assembly.
Align the template with the right bracket on the upper box assembly and transfer the four hole locations
for the ¼” hinge fasteners (at the top of the upper template) to your building fascia or operator mounting
plate.
Secure the two pin hinge pieces to your building using fasteners with a low profile head (such as a panhead screw). Your hinge installation should resemble the following photo (Photo 1):

Photo #1
(Hinge Installation)
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Install the cover by holding it at 90 degrees with respect to the building fascia (horizontal) and engaging
the long pin hinge piece with the corresponding left female hinge plate on the top of the cover. Slide the
cover to the right, engaging the short pin with its corresponding female hinge plate. Continue sliding the
cover to the right until both hinges are completely seated. Lower the cover to the closed position. It may
be necessary to guide the left edge of the cover around your vertical aluminum extrusion.
Make sure your cover is completely closed and that the foam weatherstrip is in contact with your building
fascia. Install the lower latch plate and hold it in position with a ¼” bolt or pin. Transfer the ¼” mounting
fastener locations to your building and secure the latch with three fasteners as shown in the following
photo (Photo 2):

Photo #2
(Latch Installation)

Your Weatherproof Cover installation is now complete and the finished assembly should resemble the
following photo (Photo 3):

Photo #3
(Weatherproof Cover Installation)
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